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BEANS FIRE:
ARSON SUSPECTED
While Beans is being restored
students are being directed to the
Student Center and the Cornell Cafe
Last week on the morning of
for food services. For breakfast,
September 11, Rollins Campus Safety
lunch, and dinner hot food is being
Officer Edgar Rodriguez found the
shipped in from other Marriott food
rear of Rose Skillman Dining Hall
services such as Valencia Commuablaze. At the same time, the Winter
nity College, and the University of
Park fire department was notified of
Central Florida. There are reports
the incident from Network Security,
that students will be back in Beans
| Rollins'fire alarm company, at 5:31
anywhere from a week to a month.
a.m. Within ten minutes of the notifiThe investigation into the incication, two fire engines and a fire
dent began soon after the fire was
rescue vehicle were called upon the
doused. Initial reports held that the
scene. The fire was under control and
cause was an electrical malfuncextinguished by 6:30 a.m. without
tion within the dishwashing maany sustained injuries, however, there
chine.
was extensive damage done to the
building.
As the day continued, the building was quarantined because of
Initial reports from Rollins
possible asbestos contamination.
Campus Safety and Winter Park fire
The investigation was halted and
officials held that the flames were
air samples were taken and sent to
contained to the dishwasher areas adTampa. Results from the test rejacent to the kitchen. However, upon
turned Thursday, and proved negafurther investigation of the scene, it
tive.
was found that the flames also damWhen the inquiry resumed, the
aged the kitchen area while the only
question arose dealing with posdamage incurred to the dining area
sible arson. As the week proceeded,
was from water and smoke.
more and more evidence was comFinancial estimates were initially
piled regarding the arson report,
set at S100,000 but later figures were
and a Florida fire inspection team
as high as $500,000 to $1,000,000 ,
was
called in. On Saturday night,
according to Tom Wells, Director of
The Sandspur was asked by CamPhysical Plant. However, this depus Safety to share its photos of the
photo /John Dukes
pended on whether the building had
fire scene. Sources have it that an
to be leveled and rebuilt or not due to Extensive damage was sustained in the kitchen of Rose Skillman
unknown liquid was poured on and
structural damage done to the walls of Hall. Estimates of the damage range from $500,000 to $1 million.
around the equipment in the dish
the building.
room. Apparently, the assailant
The college's bookstore, located
had a key , according to campus safety, since
underneath the dining hall, incurred damage to ating at full capacity.
its ceiling due to the water from the Fire. NumerInitial reaction to the fire ranged from one there was no evidence of forced entry.
As of printing, the official Winter Park
ous ceiling tiles were washed out. In order to administrator commenting that" the students will
police
report was unav ailable and expected to be
prevent further harm to the merchandise, plastic have to get used to eating lots of sandwiches,"
released
on Wednesday the 18th.
was draped over the items. The store was closed while a student thought that "we [the students]
BY SANDY BITMAN

Sandspur Staff

tamell Fine .Aits Musem
s Jane Mantis: Recent S<
i perspective in Style.

and later reopened on Thursday afternoon, oper- should not have to pay for the service fees".

Roe v. Wade:
Roe lawyer to speak at Rollins
C O M P I L E D BY KEPPLER ASSOCIATES
Press Release

mm
life
STYL
BEAls
SPOR
PORI:

From 1978 to 1981, Ms. Weddington was
assistant to the President of the United States.
Sarah Weddington, the lawyer for Roe in She was designated by President Carter to lead
the controversial land mark "Roe v. Wade" ruling • White House efforts to extend the time for
will speak in the Hauck Auditorium Tuesday ratification of the national ERA, to assist in the
selection of women for judiciary appointments,
September 24th at 8:00 p.m.
Sarah Weddington is a well-known attorney and spokesperson on public issues. She
argued the winning side of the landmark case of
"Roe v. Wade" before the United States Supreme Court. In that 1973 decision, the Court
ruled that the U.S. Constitution guarantees to
women the choice of whether to continue or
terminate an unwanted pregnancy. For her
work in that case, Ms. Weddington has received
numerous awards, including the Planned Parenthood Federation of America's Margaret
Sanger Award.
Ms. Weddington has been a long-time ad- to co-chair the U.S. Delegation to the United
vocate for women. In 1972, she was the first Nations Mid-Decade Conference on Women in
woman elected from Austin to be a member of Copenhagen in 1980, and to implement other
the Texas House Representatives, where she programs to assist the equal treatment of women
served three terms. While there, she helped in the military, in securing business loans, and in
reform the Texas rape statutes, passed an equal social programs.
Ms. Weddington is now a writer, lecturer,
credit bill for women, led successful efforts to
and
teacher.
Her interview with First Ladies
maintain Texas' ratification of the ERA and led
Johnson,
Ford,
and Carter on "Women and the
successful efforts to prevent any passage of antiabortion legislation. She was also instrumental Constitution" appeared in Good Housekeeping.
in changing Texas law to provide equal consid- She speaks extensively on women's issues and
the development of leadership skills. She is a
eration in custody for mothers and fathers.

. . . argued the winning
side of the landmark case
of "Roe v. Wade" before
the United States
Supreme Court

Senior Lecturer at The University of Texas at
Austin, and each summer she is a Distinguished
Lecturer at Texas Woman's University. Her
course, "Women as Leaders," has drawn students as far away as Iowa. Ms. Weddington is
currently writing a book, Some Women Are Born
Leaders.
She has received numerous honors and
awards. For example, Time named her one of
the "Outstanding Young American Leaders."
Ladies Home Journal presented her with its
"Woman of the Future" award.
Ms.
Weddington was selected as one of the ten
"Outstanding Women In America" in 1979.
Esquire, in 1984, recognized her as an
"American Under 40 Making Things Happen."
She has been featured in such publications as
Working Woman, People, and the Washington
Post and has been a guest on such programs as
Today and Good Morning America. In 1987,
1988 and 1989, Ms. Weddington was named by
NACA( the National Association for Campus
Activities) as one of five Top Speakers on the
College Circuit. She is President of the Bob
Marshall Foundation and serves on the board of
serval foundations.
This lecture is free for Rollins' students,
however .space is limited so please arrive early.
This lecture is being brought to you by the
Rollins College Productions Lecture Series.
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A.D.E.P.T.- looking forward to a successful year under
new organization
BY KRIYA LENZION
Contributing Writing

The ADEPT perspective is this; within laws
A.D.E.P.T. is the Alcohol Drug Education
and policies, after examining accurate informaPlanning Team. Many of you think you now
tion, the individual needs the freedom to make
what ADEPT'S all about. Erase from your
his/her own choices. We are all responsible
mind any old impressions of ADEPT and keep
adults here. ADEPT helps provide education
reading.
so that individuals can make these decisions
ADEPT has new leaders, a full-time "Alcoeducateed ones. I n order to better educate
hol Educator" and a government grant for proothers, the members of ADEPT are constantly
gramming. We've got plans - big plans - and we
educating themselves on drug and alcohol iswant you to be part of them.
sues.
So what's this new ADEPT all about?
ADEPT offers a new perspective - a new
attitude.
Against the unchallanged attitude that excessive use of alcohol & drugs is expected in
college, ADEPT offers a new challange. We
don't be-lieve you have to be "on something"
to have fun and be yourself - and we'll prove it.
We challange people to take an honest look at
their alcohol drug use and to ask themselves
"What role does alcohol/drugs play in my life?"

ADEPT stands against the tide. We won't
accept "everybody does it" because everybody
doesn't. We won't accept "following the crowd"
because we encourage personal responsibilty
in decision making, and crowds don't make
decisions.
If you believe in the ADEPT perspective, we
need your energy and creativity—ALL LEVELS OF PARTICIPATION ARE WELCOME!!!
Join us. Positive peer pressure. Now that's a
new concept.

ADEPT is affiliated with BACCHUS [Boost
ing Alcohol Consciousness Concerning the
Health of University Students]- a national
Here are just some of the changes you'll be
network of college alcohol awareness groups.
We are a group of students who gather together seeing in the New ADEPT and some of this
to promote the idea of good fun, good times and years' plans:
good friends without the excessive use of alESTABLISHING PERMANENT PROcohol or drugs.
GRAMS
We stress the term "excessive use" because * A Designated Driver/RJ.D.E. Safe (Reducwe are NOT condemning those who choose to ing Intoxicated Drivers with Education) Prouse. We are NOT a "Just Say No" Group. We gram- One of the inevitable consequences of
ARE striving to help alleviate the problems of the new BYOB policy is going to be more people
misuse and abuse which are harmful to both the "partying" off-campus and drinking & driving,
individuals and those around them. We ARE making this program crucial. We will run
increasing awareness concerning healthy al- constant educational programs and anti-drunk
ternatives to abuse. We ARE providing support driving publicity. We will work with IFC &
for those who choose - for whatever reason - PANHEL to co-sponsor a shuttle service & car
not to use drugs or alcohol.

———

It

—~"

11Remember the Mardi Gras Party?
m Have fun at the Winter Formal?
Now is your chance to make these
memories a reality again! Plans
for Winterfest '92 are underway.
This year's event promises to be
bigger md better
Interested persons are needed to
make this year a success. For
more info contact Dal Walton at
x201fi> or Rachel Landreth at 678-

rides back to school from favorite student
drinking spots and off rcampus parties. These
will be driven by the members of a different
organization each week.( Kappa, CKI , BSU
etc.) One aspect of this program entails getting
a car dealership to donate most of the cost of a
van. They paint their name on the side & that
they are supporting Ride Safe.
We will also work with these student drinking spots to encourage them to establish their
own Designated Driver program, requiring that
someone in each student "party" has agreed to
be a designated driver, and offering them free
non -alcoholic drinks to students.

quires a strong group behind
it, ADEPT will do FUN "bonding" THINGS
within the group itself (thus the need for a
"Social Chair")

* A G. A.M.M. A. Chapter (Greeks Advocating
the Mature
Managementof Alcohol)-ataskforce to address
Greek alcohol issues. Will also sponsor interGreek programming & education.

* We will go on an ADEPT Retreat to work on
group cohesion &. motivation, goals etc.

* ADEPT Members will be educated and
trained on the nat.ure and effects
of alcohol & drugs, dependency, and intervention. Certain members will go through a more
intensive training on these issues and will serve
as Drug & Alcohol Peer Educators (Until COPA
Peer Ed. Program develops)
* Well have hip T-Shirts cheap for members

* ADEPT members will attend National &
District BACCHUS Conventions (coming up
in November)

* Rollins in Recovery- An organization of students, faculty & staff
recovering from alcohol or drug addiction. CONSISTENTLY WEEKLY PROGRAMThey will serve as a social and\support group MING
for each other as well as a resource for others * Sponsorship (or Co-) of a Substance-Free
recreational activity every weekend whether it
entering or curious about recovery.
be a van-load to miniature golfing or bowling or
* Establish Friends & Family of Alcoholics - A an on-campus part.y or movie.
group of Rollins
students(facuity & staff welcome) effected by * "Mocktail" Happy Hours every (or every
alcoholics in their lives who meet weekly to other) Friday evening 5-~pm on Student Center
Patio- co-sponsored with CKI.
share their experience and support.
COMMU NTTY INVOLVEMENT
* A.D.E.P.T. members will bring their knowledge & energy into the
community by offering educational talks on
drugs & alcohol in local high schools and grade
schools and helping the schools develop programming.

An educational article or thought-provoking
fact, question, picture etc. in each edition of the
Sandspur.

CONSISTENT OCCASIONAL PROGRAM
MING
* Workshops (requiring active thought &
participation) on How to Spot Drug & Alcohol
* We will coordinate & participate with RSVP Problems, How to Help Friends, Honest selfin service projects related to drugs and alcohol evaluation of own Alcohol & Drug use (For
(i.e. "Snow Babies" - spending time with crack Faculty & Staff as well)
babies.)
* Many Co-Sponsored activities & Programs
INTRA-GROUP DEVELOPMENT
with other campus
* We will Establish several offices within the Organizations & Departments. Some ideas for
Team: Head Team Coordinator (Kriya),
FaU include: "A "Natural High Trip" with ROC
Vice Team Coordinator, Secretary, Treasurer, , "I Wanna Go Higher" dance w/ 'How to spot.
Social Chair, Education Chair, Public Relations & help students with drug & alcohol problems
Chair, Publicity Chair, Chapter Correspondence w/Dean of Faculty/PPysch Department/Health
Chair, Group Development Chair, RIDE Safe & Counseling
Chair & Rollins in Recovery Chair.
Any Questions or Input? Contact Kriya - Ext
* With the belief that strong programming re- 1948, Box 1458

WALK OR BIKE TO ROLLINS COLLEGE
*

REMODELED 'COTTAGE* IN OLDE WINTER PARK ON BRICK STREET $82,
MOVE-IN CONDITION CONDO, POOL
REFURBISHED

- ONLY $42,900

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE. 3% BATH, POOL - $91,000

-#££

COLDWELL BANKER
(407) 236-9479
(VOICE MAIL PAGER)
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Career Services changes
Career Services has made a variety of imporanipersowne; '•
:

:

$0^M& ^ii. \-:.-'S.-.,',\
Mfam&v wMJiowr office, Career S«rv ice* is on
awpgg lo help students choose and p!a» fori
•bait future careers. More specifically, Career
$#!&«$ alfet* career cewwetlng, ejcle#stve |
cceerllbraiy resources, resume writing and job
interviewing guidance, job hunting assistance
(ftMtej, p«l>r.Httfe, and fcuttttnet), fn&ftK j
^Jptepilnj; seminar*
Kid j

K^

.l\C:.

'.'1,?":':

Grade
of Admissions,'•$; thenewest
ing w;
rages Holt students to stop by the
he cor/

skms etc. will be bandied in group workshops.
Career Services will ensure a comprehensive
find a convenient time to attend. Our intention
in placing more emphasis on group work is to
more promptly and efficiently meet students'
needs while incorporating the advantages, of
peer sharing of ideas. When visiting Career
Services students will be asked to fill out* brief
evaluation card grv ing the Center feedback on
how to further help meet career planning needs.

piafam f&el has assumed th» yv&Sm mtH"
beginning her final year with the college in
'-.

^ ^ H ^ K M 5 1 0 9 ^ ** l**B ^ Associate Dtfio^MspeM^
ym working m
special projects important to Career Services.
•

•

•

•

•

•

"

•

search as well as those planning on attending
graduate or professional schooL GracieSanuago

lay 8i30 AM. to 7:00 P.M. and
>e a greater emphasis on work*

io work with the arts and sciences: freshmen,

have in common. Guidance on

Rollins College
Faculty: Meet some of the
new faces of our academic
community
KALEE D. KREIDER
Sandspur Staff

Be on the lookout for some of these new faces among the faculty members of Rollins College in
the Arts & Sciences.
Mark L. Chapman joins the faculty as an Assistant Professor of Religion with interests lying in
African-American religious thought/history. Prior to arriving at Rollins Professor Chapman has
served as a research assistant and Associate Minister of Grace Congregational Church of Harlem.
Balance T.P. Chow recently taught at California State University, Fresno after earning his Ph.D.
from the University of Georgia. He currently has two books in progress including Poetry, and
Feminity in the Chinese Tradition. Research interests include literature and feminity and the postmodernization of the Orient.
Maria L. Cruz is anticipating the completion of her Ph.D. from Rutgers this year and holds a B.S.
from the University of Puerto Rico. She joins Rollins College as a Visiting Assistant Professor
of Anthropology. Professor Curz has also worked as a research assistant in two projects dealing
with fisheries management and development.
James Francis joins the Rollins faculty as a Visiting Assistant Professor of Classics. Having
recently earned his Ph.D. from Duke University, Professor Francis has served as assistant director
of the National Endowment for the Humanities "Christian Humanism Project" from 1978-81.
Mynra Greene is a Rollins alumna (class of 479) and has been an adjunct professor here teaching
Italian. Currently she will serve as a Visiting Instructor of Spanish and Italian since the completion
of her M.A. from Florida State University.
Catherine Higgs expects to receive her Ph.D. from Yale in December and holds a B.A. from
Queen's University at Kingston, Canada. Since Februaiy 1990 Professor Higgs has been the
Program Coordinator of the African Dissertation Internship Awards Program of the Rockefeller
Foundation. She will be joining the History Department as a Visiting Assistant Professor.
Dawn Latta holds her bachelor's, masters', and Ed.D. from the University of Georgia and comes
to Winter Park from the University of Houston. She frequently presents and consults for school
districts, education committees, and teaching and composition conferences. At Rollins she will
serve as a Visiting Professor of Education.
Yuri Latushkin has earned his M.S. and Ph.D. from Odessa University in the Ukraine. His
research experience before joining Rollins as a Visiting Associate Professor of Mathematics is
through the Ukrainian Academy of Science, Hydroacoustic Institute, Odessa.
Mary McCormack has taught in the Sociology Department for two years at Alma Colege and
holds an M.A. and Ph.D. from Michigan State University. Her teaching interests as an Assistant
Professor of Sociology include sex and gender, feminist theory, sociology of health and illness and
the life-cycle.
^

Library Hours:
an update
As you may recall, in Fall term 1990, the library began closing at midnight. In response
to student demand, one of the goals of last year's S.G.A. was to have the library resume
its 2 a.m. hours Sunday through Thursday
We conducted surveys, talked to many students, passed Senate legislation, and held
many meetings with Dr. George Grant, Director of Libraries. Our goal was accomplished
on April 1 when the library returned to its 2 a.m. closing time. After talking with Dr. Grant
this summer, the library will maintain the same hours at the start of this year, but we as
students must show that we need the facility. Both financial and safety considerations are
involved, and if the library is not used it should be closed. However, as long as the need
is shown we will work to keep the library open.
Please use the study and research facilities and talk to someone in S.G.A. about when
and how you use the library, so we know what the demand is. Even better, you can write
a letter to the S.G.A. at Box 2746 to voice your concerns. We will collect these letters and
forward them to Dr. Grant for his consideration.
Sincerely,
Skipper Moran
S.G.A. President

Junryo Miyashita has served as an Associate Professor of Computer Science at California State
University, San Bernardino and has taught at the University of South Florida. At Rollins he joins
the faculty as an Associate Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science.
Richard Morris has developed curriculum and taught physical education to elementary educators
through his alma mater, the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga. Mr. Morris designed an
implemented Orange County's first wellness program and joins Rollins as a Visiting Instructor of
Physical Education and Director of Women's Intramurals.
Judy Schmalstig holds a Ph.D. from the University of Dayton and since 1986 has served as a postdoctoral Fellow in Biology at Pennsylvania State University. She has also spent a year as Visiting
Scientist in the Central Research and Development Department of E.I. DuPont de Nemours. At
Rollins Professor Shmalstig will serve as an Assistant Professor of Biology.
Melissa Shafer is one of two new Visiting Assistant Professors of Theatre. She holds a Masters
of Fine Arts from Southern Illinois University at Crbondale and since 1985 has taught in the
Department of Theater and Dance at the University of Alabama at Birmingham.
Jeff Storer is a Rollins alumnus (class of '75) who joins our Theatre Department as the Director
an Co-Founder of the Manbites Dog Theater Company in Durham, NC. He was also an Associate
Director of the Duke University Theatre Program from 1982-1987. He has also served as
Associate Director of the Annie Russell Theatre from 1978-79.
Marc Wruble is currently working on his Ph.D. at the University of Florida in Psychology and
already holds an MS. from U.F. He has worked as a Visiting Assistant Scientist at the
Beratashvillii Institute in Tbilisi, Georgia and worked under the supervision of Rollins professor
Roger Ray. At Rollins he joins the faculty as Visiting Assistant Professor of Psychology.
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Senate Watch

S.G-A. Minutes
September 11,1991 meeting
Clerk, Danielle Farese

BY DAN MARTINEZ
Sandspur Staff

The Student Government Association held its first
informal meeting for the 91-92 school year. Senate started
the year off right with 28 of 30 Senators promptly attending
the meeting. SGA had a special guest, Dean Neilson, as wellDean Neilson clarified the situation with Rose Skillman
Dining Hall for the SGA. Other highlights of the meeting
included committee reports, update of the BYOB
implementation policy, discussion of a Senate Job
Description, and nominations of student senators to serve on
the College Senate- The SGA was reminded of the
mandatory retreat on the weekend of September 27th. The
meeting ended about 8:30 p.m.

Fortunately, optimism about the 1991-92 Senate is not at an all time low. Last
Wednesday, at approximately 10:15 pm, I passed by a sullied Galloway room. The first
meeeting of Senate was over and, from the appearance of the room, I was left with the
impression that something productive might have been accomplished.
As appearances would have it, several things had happened: a mandatory retreat for
all members of Senate was set for September 27, a summit was announced for November
8th, and Jason Dimitris announced his office hours (1-3 pm). On the more spontaneous
side of things, Senator Dal Walton, also manager of the new Rollins televison station,
announced that all future Senate meetings will be televised on Rollins TV 6. As if it is
not enough that we already get 24 hours worth offilibusteringfrom Capitol Hill on CSPAN, now everyone must purchase a second television to catch those additional hours
of budding bureaucrats from the Galloway Room. But, what harm could it possibly do?
In addition, credit must be given to the Senators who pointed out the inconsistencies
in the ever popular BYOB policy. Senators asked if the asked for exceptions on Parents'
Weekend and Greek Week had been approved as well as if individuals under the age of
21 could be servers. Demonstrating, once again, the worth while stabiltiy of administrative policies, Lucy Hamiliton reported that the administrative reply was, "We don't
have a problem with that."

i

CAC News
The Rollins College Cultural Action Committee is currently accepting applications
for the 91-92 academic year. We will be choosing two students for the position of
members ast large. Please pick up an application at the
SGA office. PLEASE NOTE: The following positions are available for ALL
Studentsa.
Tracy Pough
CAC Chair

ILL BE HELD ON
WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 18 AND
THURSDAY SEPTEMBER

Judicial News
Voting Locations

CORNELL SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Residence Hall Judicial
Council (RHJC) is a fundamental component of the college judicial
system. It is the instrument by
which students maintain community standards among the
residential units. It is primarily a
mediating body, responsible for
resolving disputes among
residents and for educating them
in the responsibilities of group
living.
At this point in time, the RHJC
is seeking to fill several judge
positions. The council

consists of twelve judges who listen to and decide weekly cases in
an attempt to make students more
aware of the responsibilities inherent with membership in the
Rollins community. If you are
looking for a way to get involved
or are simply interested in serving in a judicial position please
inquire at the Office of Residential Life for an application.
David E. Cookson
RHJC Chairperson

1 O AM UNTIL 1 2 PM

BEANS/POST OFFICE

STUDENT CENTER

1 1 AM UNTIL 2 PM
5 PM UNTIL 7 PM
6PM UNTIL 9 PM

T H E S E N A T E it
FACULTY
MEETINGS

AT 7
OPEN TO T H

V

Fulfill all your communications
requirements with one course.
AE8TSTUDENT
SAVER PLUS

If you're looking for a simple way to handle all of your communications needs, there's one prerequisite. Join AT&T Student

Saver Plus. You'll be able to get an entire line of products and services designed specifically to save college students time and money. • Our Reach Out®

id-

America Calling Plansf

#

Will

could save you money, no matter where and when you call. Call Managerf

save you time by separating your long distance calls from your roommates' calls, for free. And the AT&T Calling Card makes it easy to call from

| « W ' : ; ..•

almost

CaUmgOml

anywhere to anywhere. • And with AT&T, you'll always get the most reliable long distance service. • Plus, if you register for

1H0UR

any of our services-or if you're already an AT&T customer-you'11 H U w

get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling * As well as discounts

on all kinds of things, all year round. • So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&TStudent Saver Plus today. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.
tThis service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
pfw-tive
•Good for one hour of direct-dialed, coast-to-coast, night and weekend calling, based on prices emotive
2/16/91 Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance Certificate per student. Offer valid through June JO. 19»^.
©1991 AT&T

Ad No. N5752A

AT&T
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STEPPIN' OUT!
BY L I N D A

DEPUTY

Sandspur Staff
When to go out? What to do? Where to
do it? If you find yourself asking these
questions you've found the right article.
The Orlando area is packed with a bountiful assortment of clubs in which to spend
hours talking, dancing, drinking and just
plain band-listening. "STEPPCM* OUT" is
designed to enhance the awareness within the
Rollins community of these local area hot
spots so that ignorance will not be to blame
for anyone being bored or stuck to the refines
of their dorm room!
Such areas to be reviewed are The
Beachum, The Blue Note, The Mill, Visage,
Church St. Station and several others. We, of

the Sandspur staff, would also appreciate
any suggestions that may be made in reference to clubs that you would like to be
reviewed. It is understood that you may be
curious about a night spot but would rather
know more before journeying into an unfamiliar realm. The associates of STEPPIN'
OUT are willing to make such sacrifices for
you.
So until the next Sandspur and our
updated enlightenments, party safe and
attempt to partake of the various dimensions of entertainment just waiting for you
out there
Oh, yeah, and, um
Carpe
Diem, Dude!

In Need of Some Style?
BY R. L. CHARPENTIER
Sandspur Staff
Just like the many other articles, pamphlets, and speeches on campus the past few
weeks, I too would like to welcome all of you
back. I'm also here to introduce myself as the
guy who will be messing up your style section
for the next year (it may seem longer than that
a few months down the road).
I am also here to solicit something from
you and I won't even be using a collection can.
The style section is supposed to be alot of fun,
and for that I need fun people. If you are

interested in writing for the Sandspur there's
alot of opportunity in the style section. For
example, if you like going out to different
clubs, concerts, parks, etc. then you could
most definitely be of great service to our
"Steppin' Out" section. Also, any articles or
comments on our world around us may be just
what we're looking for, so submit them. We'll
find a place for them, just like the staff here
found a place for me.
So, send that stuff in to box 2742. And
if you have any suggestions for the section
please let me know at that box or call X 2696
and ask for Rich.

NATIONAL COLLEGE
POETRY CONTEST
This contest is open to all college & university
students who wish to have their poetry anthologized. Cash prizes will be awarded for the top
five poems. Deadline: October 31st. For contest
rules send stamped envelope to: International
Publications, EO; Box 44044-L, Los Angeles, CA.
90044.

PRO-WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE
• 24 Hrs. / 7 Days Message Center
,• Per page / rm $2.00+*
* Includes: dc ublc space, letter quality type,
paper, spelbi g accuracy, academic format,
•WO JOB IS TOO LAZGE OR TOO SMALL"

407-4;*3 8078

Happenings in O-Town
September 22nd: Orlando Museum of Art 3rd Annual "Starry, Starry Night" Jazz Festival will
be taking place at the Orlando Loch Haven Park. This event is free and open to the public from
3-10 p.m.
September 25th: Curator of 19th Century American Art, Valerie Leeds will present a survey of
19th and 20th century artists who chose to depict the natural bounties of the American landscape.
This event will be taking place at the Orlando Museum of Art. For further information and
reservations call (407) 896-4231.
September 27th: Southern Ballet Theatre presents "A Tribute to Balanchine," featuring four
diverse ballets, "Valse Fantaisie," "Allegro Brillante," 'Tchaikovsky Pas de Deux" and "Tarantella." Event will take place at 8:00 p.m. in the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre. For ticket
information call 628-0133.
September 28th: "Revelations: Fashions in Motion" will be presented at the Fred Stone Theatre.
This fashion show is presented by Flowers Temple as a fund-raiser to help purchase new choir
robes for their youth choir. For further information on the show and ticket information contact
Kathy Laws at 321-1966.
If anyone has information about upcoming events in the community and would like it listed in this
column please send it to box 2742.

N E W S BULLETIN...
WPRK'S News Director is looking for a few good people.
Newscasters spots availableQualifications:
dependability
literacy
Responsible
*attitude of learning
Staff position in the News Department are also available.

Meeting for all who a r e interested
will be on F r i d a y at 3pm at the
WPRK studios.
Call Lydia Phillips at x 2 3 7 2

ATTENTION!!!!!
ALL GROUPS AND
CAMPUS
ORGANIZATIONS
NEXT WEEK THE SANDSPUR
WILL
ATTEMPT (WITH YOUR HELP) TO
ONCE AGAIN RUN GROUP
SPEAK.
THIS MEANS WE NEED
YOUR
INFORMATION
ABOUT YOUR
GROUP.
GET IN TOUCH WITH US, WITH YOUR
INFORMATION
BEFORE 5:00P.M.
ON
FRIDA YS

member

IS. ?fly
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Cornell's Latest
Eye-opener
BY CARRIE T U C K E R
Sandspur Staff
If any of you have been down by the Cornell
Fine Arte Museum lately, you have probably
said, "What ARE those?" No, they aren't the
construction for a new Beans, they are a creation of noted scholar and Rollins alumni
Jane Manus. Her exhibition, entitled Jane
Manus f 73: Recent Sculpture, opens with a
free public reception on the Cornell patio
Saturday,September!! at6:00PM. Students
are especially invited.
For the first time in the history of the
ComellMuseum, fourpieces will be displayed
out of doors. The large seven and a half foot
red sculpture in the front lawn, called "Girl's
Night Out", is owned by the City of Defray
Beach and has been graciously loaned for the
exhibition. There are also four other pieces

around the museum's anterior which catch the
eye. "1 want the viewer to feel compelled to
touch the sculpture," Manus comments, "to
walk around it, and, in some cases, to walk
through, or even on it."
On Sunday, September 22, at3:00PMMs.
Manus will give a free one-hour talk on her
works which will include wall pieces,
maquettes for larger pieces, photos of her
works and medium-size bronzes. Jane Manus
has been widely lecognized throughout the
Midwest, Canada and Florida.
Students are especially invited to the opening of this exhibit so, if you are looking to put
a little culture into your college routine, go
check it out.

R. O. C. - Ready for the new year
Hi! R.O.C. would like to welcome all new and returning students back to Rollins.
R.O.C., the Rollins Outdoor Club, is an active organization whose purpose is to broaden
conununity awareness and enjoyment of the environment by sponsoring a variety of
activities including white-water rafting, scuba diving, snorkeling, surfing, canoe trips, skydiving, biking, hiking, mountain climbing, camping, and don't forget whiffle ball at your
leisure. R.O.C.'s membership is determined by your deske to participate in outdoor
activities—we have no fees or membership requirements other than your dying need of
whiffle ball. The first all campus meeting took place' on Monday, September 16th. Our
regular meeting time is every other Tuesday atB'.OOp.m. so stop by Lyman Lodge to find out
more about R.O.C. and our upcoming events.

WPRK
TOP TEN GROUPS

1 . THROWING M U S E S
2. B I G A U D I O D Y N A M I T E II
3. C H A P T E R H O U S E
4. LLOYD COLE
Su K I N G M I S S I L E
6.. N E D S ATOMIC D U S T B I N
7, MEAT PUPPETS
5. BILLY BRAGG
9. M A R Y S D A N I S H
I£>. MORRISEY
WPRK TOP FIVE CUTS

GROWING MUSES- "NOT TOO SOON"
E. BIG A U D I O D Y N A M I T E [[-"RUSH"
^ERHOUSE^PEARL*
4 . LLOYL

SHE'S A GIRL, I'M A MAN"

. ' C D ' S ATOMIC D U S T B I N ^ H A P P V

One of the outdoor Manus works

photo /John Dukes

Married To It: A • ¥
Mostly Harmless Film
BY JENNIFER ST. J O H N
Sandspur Staff
FoTd Prefect, of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, describedEarth with two words: mostly
harmless. It would be safe to say that "mostly
harmless" would also describe this firm.
The premise of Married To It is simple.
Through what is a particularly funny scene,
three couples, Ron Silver and Cybill Shepherd,
Mary Stuart Masterson and Robert Sean
Leonard, and Stockard Charming and Beau
Bridges suddenly become the best of friends.
Each represents a different type of marriage;
from upper to yupper to lower middle class,
respectively. And each has their everyday
problems.
Leonard and Masterson play Jeremy and
Nina, fresh out of grad-school (though costumed
far too preppy for the business world), and new
to N.Y .C. Leonard (Dead Poets Society) is a
natural for playing a Wall Street exec, while
Masterson is aschoolpsychologist who has her
hands full with a new job and no furniture.
They "re young, they 're cute, they "Tefromlo wa.
Thatmmmd, it comes as no surprise mat their
dialogues often border on corny. However,
Mastersonsaves their third of the story by using
the word "fuck" in me most inventive way that
I have ever seen in a film. (Just see it. You' 11
understand.)
Charming, fresh off Broadway in the Tony
award winning Six Degrees of Separation, is
simply wonderful as the aging hippiemom. She
works, she cooks, and she preaches peace and
love. Much the same is her husband, played by
Beau Bridges. He holds down a job as a social
worker, making use of his hippie idealism, all
the while denying tc his two children that he
eveT took acid (reminds me of my parents).
They have a comic, and natural chemistry mat
isn't often seen. An experienced stage actress,
Criarrning proves once again that stage-trained
jctors are mites above straight firm actors.
However, mis firm is stolen by Shepherd
and Silver, who are sharp, quick, catty, and
sirrrplymarvelous together as the both-divorced,
ultra haute couple. From his Jag and sevenfireplace home to her impeccable clothes and
almost-anorexic body, they are the epitome of
upper yupdom. Cybill does aperfect turn as the
snooty, uppity Claire, thanks to fabulous writ-

ing and Ron (Reversal of Fortune) Silver's
perfect portrayal of the kind of guy you want
to hit and kiss at the same time.
The story floats along with little distraction, except for a subplot that occasionally
holds up the firm. Director ArthurHilier keeps
it simple. No flashy shots, lights, or angles;
rather, he lets the actors go and the cameras
Toll. The script isn't exactly Oscar material,
but it's enjoyable, albeit a bit dull at limes. It
would be impossible to fully explain the story
without giving it away, so I'll just say that the
couples have good times and bad times; furmy
times and boring times. This film is light,
furmy, and trust me, you' II laugh a lot more
man you thought you would. There is no
lasting social message, but this film does have
a little something to say about marriage in the
199D's.
The ending is a bit predictable, but hey,
life and love often are. MarriedTo It could be
about you someday, or your mom and dad
today.
CLIPS
I can't wait until October 24. You' 11 find out
why next week. Meanwhile, chill the chianti
and warm up the fava beans.
-Starting September 20th, the Enzian will be
featuring midnight shows of Pee Wee's Suj
Adventure. Call 'em.
JEN'S VIDEOS OF THE WEEK
Jn the first installment of Jen's Videos of the
Week, two compteteiy Tandem selections: one
old, one new, and both at the video store.
Mildred Pierce, starring Joan Crawford at her
terrorizing besLThis TO ie as apsycho tic mother
(typecasting?) won her an Academy Award.
Jacob's Ladder, starring Tim Robbins and
various demons. A disturbing
;sual
images, feelings, and glimpses of one man's
'reality" Superbly directed by Adrian Lyne (9
sets)
I want your opinions. Box 1207. Next week's
review.. JheCommitments. Untilnextweek...
That's a take.
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GOLDEN TAN
•Tan Without Burning
• Won't Dry Your Skin
•Convenient & Easy To Use
• Even Tan, No Lines
• Relaxing Warmth For 30 Minutes
•Tans Top & Bottom Simultaneously
BRING THIS FLYER
IN AND RECEIVE

7 FREE
TANS!
"Treat Yourself...
To A Golden Tan"
539-0664
Shoppes ot Maitland
445 South Orlando Ave. • Maitland, Florida 32751
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Rollins Tars
Kick into Action
The Tars kicked off to Florida Atlantic University Saturday night for the first home game of
the season. The yellow cards flew during the
first half with the referees making few calls in
Rollins' favor. Still, Doug Kriska managed to
score the first goal of the game with a direct free
kick, putting Rollins in the lead. Four minutes
later, however, we were tied and another goal
from the opposing team pushed them ahead
with twelve minutes left in the first half.
There was an outstanding save from senior,
Richard Lorenzo, whose fans were quoted as
calling him, "A charismatic leader who pleases
the crowd with his affection for the rest of the
team." He was active throughout the entire
game. Also, Dan Girse played exceptionally
well with several goal attempts, even slightly
injuring himself in one specific effort. The
most exciting point of the game was in the last
forty seconds when Doug Kriska entered the

goal box and kicked the ball out as goalkeeper
Kurt Wells missed it. The fans were shocked to
see Doug remain in the goal box, but it seems he
was only untangling himself from the net.
In addition to the excitement on the field, the
fans were shaken up after a limb fell from a
nearby tree onto the ticket box. Luckily, no
one was injured and the Tars enjoyed the support from full stands for the duration of the
game.
Tars fans will welcome Peter Chavannes
back to S andspur field after a year away. Though
injured with a broken arm, he stood out from
the rest with his excellent skills.
The action-packed second half of the game
kept Rollins fans on the edge of their seats but
neither team scored leaving Rollins defeated,
1-2. You can expect the Tars to bounce back
though, at their next home game on Wednesday
night against Eckerd College at 7:30.

World Cup Trophy
Comes to Orlando
The most sought after prize in international sports competition is coming to Orlando.
The World Cup USA 1994 promotional
trophy tour will make its first Florida stop in
Orlando on Friday, September 20. The
exhibit will be erected at Church Street
Market to coincide with Church Street
Station's Octoberfest Street Party, September 20-22. The exhibit will end on
Monday evening September 23.
For the first time, the World Cup soccer
championship, attracting the largest cumulative television audience in world history
(26 billion viewers), will be played in the
U.S. in 1994. The Orlando Citrus Dowl is
currently competing to host the games.
The trophy tour is a multi-vehicle event
built around a customized 40-foot trailer.
The exhibil- includes a walkthrough soccer
museum and a souvenir shop of World Cup
specialty merchandise.
Admission is free. Guests attending the

event, for a $5.00 fee, can have their picture
taken with the World Cup Trophy.
The purpose of the cross country tour is to
generate local attention for the importance
of World Cup soccer to the U.S. According
to the Soccer Industry Council of America,
one in every six American families is involved in soccer. Thirty percent of all
Americans under 18 currently play soccer.
"Our community is proud to be the first
Florida site for the World's most sought
after sports trophy. We look forward to
making it feel very comfortable and at home
with the other world famous attractions in
our city, said Orlando Mayor Bill Frederick.
'This is the first time the United States
has ever hosted the World Cup. Knowing
that our community is so family oriented
and has such a vibrant youth soccer program,
I am committed to making sure that this
prestigious international event receives the
caliber of attention it deserves," said Linda
Chapin, Orange County Chairman.
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Dear Editor,
We, the members of the Rollins College
Cultural Action Committee, realize that many
of you in the Rollins Community are wondering about this year's Diversity Celebration.
First, let us begin by thanking all of you who
contributed excellent ideas last fall on how to
improve the event. Throughout the summer we
worked diligently to meet the needs of the
Rollins Community, student planning, timing
and course interaction were the major concerns
you expressed. The outcome of our summer
planning resulted in a later diversity celebration that would incorporate the "entire" Rollins
Community. Our aim is to promote respect,
appreciation and education on issues of diversity.

Diversity celebration 1991 was planned for
November 7-10. We followed all of the proper
procedures to have this date locked in to the
College's calendar of events.
As many of you may know, the college has
planned an all campus summit on November
8th. The idea of integrating the summit with
the Diversity Celebration was discussed,
however, nothing was planned or agreed upon.
Nevertheless, the college continued with its
plans and began promoting the summit. We
have met with college officials and expressed
our feeling that the idea of integrating the two
events would not be advantageous. Although
the dates for Diversity Celebration 1991 were

approved in writing and final planning was in
the confirmation stages, college officials decided that changing the summit date would not
be possible. Unfortunately this purported occurrence of "miscommunication" has left us
without a date for the event. We have deferred
our planning and are now in the process of
determining a suitable date. The Rollins community will be informed as soon as a date is, "set
in stone."

The Rollins College
Cultural Action Committee

Todd Wills
Layout Editor
Kim Peterson
Office Manager
Bill Gridley
Classifieds Manager
Chris Mande
Business Manager
Maria Martinez
Subscriptions Manager
Sunita Beecham
Advertising Manager
Paul Viai
Advisor
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Danielle Farese
Lori Wayne
Kristen Kletke
Karen Peirce
Monica Swanson
Carrie Tucker

h Sandspur, in its 98th year of publication,
"published weekly on Wednesdays and has
i circulation of 2500.

We, the editorial board of The Sandspur, extend
w invitation to our readers to submit letters and
"tides to The Sandspur.
in order for a letter to be considered for
publication,it must include the name and phone
'umber of the author.
^letters and articles which are submitted must
tor the handwritten signature of the author.
The letter should be focused and must not exceed
^5 words in length.
Ul letters/articles must be typed; heavy, dark
?™t is preferred
Letters and articles which are submitted must be
•tctual and accurate.
k the Editors, we reserve the right to correct
spelling, punctuation, and grammatical errors;
H under no circumstances will we alter the form
^ content of the author's ideas.
Submit articles to The Sandspur at campus box
^42 or drop it by our office. Mills 307. Telephone: (407) 646-2696. The views expressed in
1* Sandspur do not necessarily reflect those of
*e Editors.
^missions must be received in The Sandspur
offices by 5:00p.m. on the Friday before public

«lon.

A job well done
Dear Editors;
All too often on this or any other college
campus, great achievements and efforts put forth
by students are left unrecognized or unappreciated.
With Orientation 1991 now behind us and the Fall
Term well underway, we feel it's important to
publicly recognize the efforts of those who made
Orientation happen.
Like any other successful program or event,
much of what made Orientation successful happened "behind the scenes". Throughout the Spring
and Summer, Orientation Chair Kriya Lendzion
made plans and arrangements for the week's
events. A few days before new students arrived
on campus, the 1991 -92 Peer Advisers returned to
Rollins to participate in a very busy program of

training and preparation. Once Wednesday
came around and new student check-in began,
the approximately fifty Peer Advisers (along
with Residential Life staff members and other
Rollins staff) kicked into action.

always be ready to help out where needed. Even
the least glamorous jobs such as cleaning up
after movies or moving a roomful of boxes early
in the morning were undertaken with smiles
(usually) and energy.

On just the first day of Orientation, Peer
Advisers spent long hours shuttling students to
campus from the airport, helping students move
into their rooms, directing traffic around campus, assisting students and parents with checkin, giving tours of the campus, and setting up
rooms for various programs. This spirited group
effort continued for the remainder of Orientation. When last-minute details would need to
be changed or adapted, the Peer Advisers would

The Peer Advisers and everyone else who
had a part in Orientation 1991 are to be commended for an outstanding effort. Thanks for
helping to get the 1991-92 year off to a great
start!
Susan Allen, Associate Dean of the College
Judy Luckett, Academic
Counselor
Tony Tambascia, Academic Counselors

The Sandspur
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BYOB: Part II
BY D R E W S O R R E L L

Opinions Editor
I sit and ponder the mysteries of the Universe. I am currently exploring a common
one, the one where the remote control disappears and magically reappears in the refrigerator. I also am trying to figure out who
was the first person to eat Guacamole? Go
figure.
I must say that last week was not banner
material, with the dawn of classes, and the
eccentrics of a certain green-eyed beauty.
But I digress, as a certain professor has
already pointed out that I do quite frequently
in my articles. Let me be quick to the point,
I have received varied responses as I am
sure is no big surprise to anyone. The
average student response from the students,
"Did you read that article by that dude in the
paper about BYOB?" To which my response is a grin and a,"Yea... Yea I did." The
second response I got was, "Great article, I
loved it." A friend of mine told me that it is
starting to become a plank for the fieshpeople
(Politically Correct term) senators. I received a different response from rear channels about what the administration thought.
I guess that they did not like it.

Surprise...Surprise.
I assume that they
think I am somewhat misguided.
I've been called
worse.
Now that we basically know who
thinks what, let me
explain my motivations for my last
piece. My main
motivation, and this
is an unpopular one
to voice, is that I
care about this
school and its
^———^——
people. I don't think
that we should return to the basically nonexistent policy that was in effect, there indeed does
need to be some policy. I hate to see the school
go astray, and I think that this new policy is not
a good one. There must be a better one that we
can all agree upon, one that will result in the
reduction of liability and the promotion of safety.
I would hate to see this campus turn into a

"Everyone seems
to want...one
policy that is fair,
simple and that
lasts more than a
semester or two."

COMING TO TERMS
REGARDING HENRY IS WORTH
REGARDING
BY A L A N N O R D S T R O M

Sandspur Staff
My wife, who had read a review or two of
Mike Nichols' Regarding Henry before we saw
it, says those critics found the film implausible
and full of holes. But I say that it's a decent
morality play and a lovely fantasy, even if the
actual events couldn't quite have happened.
The simple story is that Henry, a thoroughly
modem, high-powered, NYC trial lawyer, a
master-bastard, ball-crushing attorney and lousy
family man (who che ats on his wife and neglects
his pre-teen daughter) gets shot in the head by a
thug in a convenience store.
Getting shot in the brain turns out to be just
what Henry needs. It makes a new man of him,
or more exactly it makes a new child of him,
returning him to a state of lost innocence, and
gives him a chance to grow up right the second
time. Struggling through a compressed developmental cycle in which he relearns how to
walk, talk, tie his shoes, read, and make love,
Henry ends up rediscovering the man he had
been and rejecting him utterly.
The kinder, gentler Henry II harkens back to
the TV sit-com fathers of the '50s and seems as
unlikely to thrive in his old lifestyle as Mr.
Rogers would, so it's good that he heads off to
a scaled-down future of loving family life, and
it's lucky his wife has a job to support them. By
the time the film ends, good-hearted Henry has
probably recovered to the level of minimumwage employment.
Yet we're left to feel the trade-off is well
worth it. The cutthroat, immoral, show-off,
shallow life he's chucking is doubtless overdrawn, but I'm willing to believe the worst of
New York City lawyers. And I'm willing to
fantasize, as the film does, that a person might
just undergo such a radical transformation as
Henry does. Some of Shakespeare's villains
(like Oliver in As You Like It) suddenly convert

campus overrun
by virgin, Oklahoman Nuns.
I have talked to
some of my fellow students and I
think that the consensus is that we
are tired of getting
new alcohol policies every year.
Everyone seems
to be at the end of
their patience,
they want one
policy that is fair,
simple and that
lasts more than a
semester or two.
Here is a simple, modest plan that we could
possibly implement with a little work and compromise. It resembles a policy that I think was
in effect before my time at this school. Perhaps
we could call it the Bar Policy. Here's how it
works in general. In order to get into a party you
must present a valid ID. If you are 21 then you

(or revert) to kindness, as if by magic, and we
generally manage to suspend our disbelief.
The biblical Saul, struck blind by his vision on
the road to Damascus, turned around morally
180°. We do know people can change their
hearts, like Scrooge, if not usually so suddenly.
So I'll buy the bullet-to-the-brain premise
in this story as plausible enough for modern
circumstances, knowing that the film's point
is to explore the effects of spiritual transformation and not its causes. The film, like
Dickens' ChristmasCarol, is a cautionary tale
about people selling their souls for messes of
pottage, of people who have lost touch with
the dear and simple human values of affection,
care, and loving concern. Bradley, an exfootball star turned physical therapist, typifies
the movie's alternative to the bonfire of Park
Avenue's vanities. Bradley's humor, compassion, andnurturing wisdom revive Henry's
soul as well as any angel could.
Henry is almost literally bom again, though
not narrowly in the Christian fundamentalist
sense. Without bringing Christ into the story,
the film nonetheless portrays the profound
spiritual regeneration of Henry's soul. As in
the Bible, Henry has cast off the Old Man and
put on the New, and the transformed Henry is
purified to a loving, gentle, fair-minded, if
somewhat naive, sweetheart of a man, much
too good for his old life and friends, whom he
abandons.
Regarding Henry, then, is worth seeing as a
contemporary expression of the ancient, archetypal theme of spiritual revival, of the
enduring human hope that lost souls can be
found, corrupted souls purified, broken souls
rebuilt, sick souls healed, and dead souls rebom to innocence.

get both a stamp and a wristband, if under 2
then you get a stamp on the opposite wris
Alcohol must be dispensed by sober 18 y
olds who will dispense alcohol to only tho<
properly identified as 21. That is essentially]
simple in concept and very much like a bar.
is very important that those who are assign!
ID and bartending duty take those duties ser
ously and only dispense to the appropriai
people.
If those who are 21 wish to share their alci
hoi with those who are not then that is the
personal decision and, therefore, their liability
I, not being a lawyer, cannot say that any of th
is true and accurate according to the law, b
this policy could always be run past alawyertc
a little fleshing out. In order to guarantee tli
this policy is enforced SGA could do sp
checks.
I am pro-Rollins and I want to.see aneffec
tive policy with all interested involved. Irealiz
that I have been a little windy this week andi
near as much fun, perhaps next week I'll ie
you about this little beauty with green eyes an
what she did with the remote control and gm
camole dip!!?? Guaranteed to be more eniei
taining.

Real Diversity
BY D A V I D B E R N S T E I N

Diversity Magazine
"Diversity" is the new shibboleth of the selfappointed campus race monitors. They demand
"diversity "of almost every kind—race, gender,
sexual orientation, even physical ability. What
these folks won't countenance, however, is diverse.
As a black college student at the University
of Maryland I learned this truth the hard way.
As a black conservative, I was ostracized by the
people who claimed to value difference because I was, well, different. They didn't mind
that I was black, of course, but College Park's
politically correct student leadership seemed to
prefer ideological lockstep within their "diverse" student body.
Fortunately, I was never subjected to the
kind of overt intolerance that many black conservatives endure, but there was always a palpable disdain for me and my views among other
minority students. One black sophomore, for
example, explained to me that "white people
are puttin' those ideas in your head." Another of
my peers wrote in the student newspaper that
black conservatives must be "neutralized"
(whatever that means). Still another person
once complained, "you just don't understand."
It came as no surprise, then, when the president
of Maryland's Black Student Union refused to
work with me and the other black College
Republicans when we wanted to bring conservative black speakers to campus.
Like many black college students, I found
the student leadership's attempts to insulate me
from diverse opinions condescending and
antithethical to the idea of a university education. Black collegians should learn to appreciate the rich heritage of intellectual debate and
dissent that has defined the black American
experience. Men like W.E.B. Du Bois, Fredrick
Douglass, Booker T. Washington, Malcom X,
and Martin Luther King, Jr., did not share a
single set of ideas. Each came to his own conclusions through study and honest reflection. If
any of us hope to understand the "black thing"
referred to by those popular T-shirts, we must
try a httle study and reflection of our own
In 1905, W.E.B. DuBois scolded a young
black girl when he explained that, "there are, in
the U.S. today, tens of thousands of colored
girls who would be happy beyond measure to

have the chance of educating themselves ill
you are neglecting." He further warned her th
"ignorance is a cure for nothing...every time
colored person neglects an opportunity, itrnak
it more difficult for others of the race to getsm
an opportunity. Do you want to to cut off tl
chances of the boys and girls of tomorrow?"
The campus diversity mongers should po
der DuBois' words. Each time we refuse I
consider diverse opinions, we are "negleci
an opportunity" to learn. Each time a minoril
student leader demands "solidarity"fromIt
peers he makes it more difficult for others of i
race to get such an opportunity. And ignoring*
extinguishing "western culture" inthecirriculu
is truly a cure for nothing.
Perhaps more important, this desire for«
tellectual unanimity and separation threatens
undermine more than twenty-five years of ci»
rights gains. Black Americans are closer ilii
ever to being treated by white society simply1
individuals, but now many minorities then
selves assert that race is the defining chart
teristic of every person.
How quickly we forget that this was thever
attitude that made slavery possible, that h
kept apartheid alive in South Africa, and th
delivered Jews into the Holocaust. I, for »*
would rather the average American djdj
believe that all blacks act a particular «J
because they are black!
Similarly, I would rather not toss asideman]
of the great works of science, philosophy. ^
literature just because their authors werew^
Black collegians can understand and app^
James Madison, John Milton, and Chw
Darwin-just to mention a few example
well as any white student. To suggest other*
is racism in its pristine form.
My college experience has not left rn
discouraged as it might have because IW
there has been a quiet reawakening of "•
pendence among most young minorities'
ing the past year I have met several othery1
college graduates who agree that we need"1
genuine diversity-diversity of thought. Tog1
we have begun a magazine, Diversity,
will explore issues of race and culture &#
pressures to conform to the new, self-u11!*
stereotype. I hope this modest effort will s]
other young minorities to break free fro
orthodoxy as well.

mber
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Bull's Hit:
Finding a Niche
Y
I RICHARD B U L L W I N K L E
<0lspur Staff

Here we are, only one week into the term,
id Freshmen are already talking about transiting out of here.
What the hell?
Sure, the first week's a pain: you miss your
mily, your dog, your friends back home;
reryone on campus seems to be rude and
poring you like you have some sort of fungal
issonyour bottom lip; classes are all taught
some introverted Einstein look-a-like who
out a syllabus with the word "Harvard"
losses out on top and "Rollins" penciled in
ier it, but to pursue transferring this early?
After three years of this Rollins existence,
tan knowledgeably state that it only gets
titer.
First of all: even I was bored out of my skull
ispast weekend. The powers that be, in their
finite wisdom, issued no party permits for
tentire weekend.
Gee, there was a comedian Friday night. He
ispretty funny. There were about ten people
the showing of Rocky Horror Saturday
t, and they were pretty quiet. Didn't even
raw stuff at each other. The soccer game
w
i a pretty big crowd. Maybe you went to
Sunday morning? Still, add all those
jether and you've got something to do for
out four hours this weekend.
There's only so much studying you can do
weekend.
n't know, if I ran the world, and some
[I will, I'd make a better effort to see to it
ifirst and most crucial weekend in a college
Kent's career was mildly interesting.
No party permits, not enough all campus
livities.
've heard through the bastardized grapeK, which is usually fairly inaccurate, but a
of fun to print anyway, that no party
units were issued this weekend because the
D
*ers that be' had yet to figure out how to
brce this farce we call BYOB.
And believe me, it is a farce!
I've never in my life seen a rule so carefully
signed to ruin the social life of the freshmen

k
parties are invite only.
Almost all parties are hosted by fraterni1
(Sororities
have rules barring alcohol
'often men from their buildings,
and
er organizations collect no dues to pay for
m- parties.)
fraternities, being comprised of healthy
'in their prime,are going to have guest
15
that have extreme feminine
over-

other words, Frats are going to invite
"old friends who are male, Upperclassmen
^en who they remember to mention on the
'•and Freshmen babes*re's a huge chunk of Rollins who doesn't
^ywhere on that list.
were a Freshman male, or a Freshman
^art with a slight insecurity complex, or an
^classman male who didn't already live
^best off-campus party house in Winter
*. then I too would be feverishly filling out
"sfer applications.
Jf
e, there are some great open off-campus
H but Freshmen can't have cars to get
'•"ell out of here. — Freshmen can't even

get to McDonald's when Beans looks like a
Kuwaiti oil field.
There's genius in action.
And anyone who tells you that a social life is
not as important as academics in a college
career is full of crap.
So, yes certain college officials—whom I
won't mention because I'm not sure who's
responsible, and they whine a lot when I rag
them, anyway—have seen to it that your first
college weekend was a little worse than taking
the SAT for the third time. And upperclassmen
aren'tbending over backwards to make you feel
particularly welcome.
I still promise it will get better.
Find yourself a niche at Rollins.
If you sing, join a choir.
If you play basketball or volleyball, lacrosse,

or just like to sit around and sweat, form a
club, or a team and join intramural.
If you play an instrument, form a band.
Join a service organization.
Get involved with any of the billion clubs
already going strong.
Sit around your room with a bunch of
friends and smoke crack.
Write for the Sandspur. . .God forbid.
Talk to trees.
Make explosives and take out the rest of
Beans.
JUST DO SOMETHING. . .DON'T
TRANSFER!!!
Rollins is a blast! I swear it.
Give the place a chance to shine, and you
won't be disappointed. Give yourself a
chance to shine, and Rollins won't be disappointed.

WZQif) k d
Gee $otD
r7l(j6f> 5U£f:
L^AKiorf

(Yeah, that sounds comy, but it's essentially what Fiat Lux means.)
In short:
If you get the transferring itch,
Try not to bitch;
Get off you ass, and find yourself a niche!
For those of you who think my new title
is an exercise in egotism, or still haven't
figured out what Bull's Hit means: try
squinting more when you read my column.
Comments, love letters and explosive
devices should be sent to Mr. Bull, Campus
Box 962. — Please, no poetry critiques.

Think of it as separate checks for your phone bill.

WX 0i'

If you've ever had trouble figuring out just who made which calls, take a tip from us.

Get AT&T Call Manager.! For free. • With Call Manager, all you have to do is dial a simple code. And we'll

separate your long distance calls from the ones your roommates make. • Plus, if you sign up for Call Manager

now, you'll also get a free hour's worth of AT&T long distance calling* And you'll become a member of

AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products and services designed to save students time and money.

•

So sign up for AT&T Call Manager. Because there are some things roommates shouldn't have to share.

Get AT&T Call Managertoday. Call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 4813.
Certificate per student. 0«er valid through June 30 1992
11 AT&T

ettective 2/16/91 Offer limited to one $8.25 AT&T Long Distance

Ad No. N5761A

AT&T
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Literary Positions Available: Brushing,
the Rollins College literary magazine, is
looking for students willing to help with
the publication of this year's edition of
Brushing. Call Tracy at 646-2903 for more
information.

EQUIPMENT
ifrigeraton Almost new, used only one
jjr, Residence Hall sized with freezer
(tion. $99. Call Patricia at 644-4864 and
,ve message.

Interested in TV? Video Productions of
Rollins College is looking for any students
interested in the various phases of
television production. For more
information call Dal at 646-2018.

PERSONALS
Welcome Back Tymi!
It's going to be a great year!
XQ
Love, Your Little Sister
Jeannie

Raise $500..31000...$1500

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

House to Share: Upstairs of 2 story house
(3 bedrooms/1 bath/hallway), 5 blocks
from Rollins. $300/mo includes utilities.
Call Rhonda at 644-5907, leave message.
Room for Rent: Lovely home 3 miles
west of Rollins near Fairbanks. Female,
non-smoker. $250 unfurnished/$300
furnished. 629-0894.

it.ispur Positions Available: There are
^positions on the Sandspur staff open
interested and qualified individuals.
sides general office staff, the following
(sitions are available:
Circulation Editor
Photo Editor
Staff Photographer
Staff Writers & Typists
ontact Sandy or Meredith at 646-2696 for
ore information.
idio Positions Available: WPRK
I'M Rollins College Radio is looking
(Students interested in all aspects of
dio production and broadcasting. For
ere information, call Paul or Jessica at
estation, 646-2241.

Apartment for Rent: Winter Park one
bedroom furnished apartment across from
Rollins on Fairbanks. Sublease $365/mo,
net utilities. Call Sandra 843-1^3/6^55408.

- Enkindled
Uiigi's staples
^ Poet's word
^ Leave
*j Aspens, eg
•8 Anger
i7
Concerns
? Particles
'} German article

B

V GerrV

'i Theater workers
* Hotel worker
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Rollins College Sandspur
Campus Box 2742
Rollins College
1000 Holt Ave
Winter Park, FL 32789-4499

Corporate Ad
$5.00
$.15

All ads must be paid in advance.
No exceptions. The Sandspur
reserves the right to decline any
classified submission.

The Sandspur does not endorse or guarantee any product or service advertised here.
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23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38
39
42
44
46

Layer
Attire
Bank workers
Take on
Fish finder
"
porridge hot..
I. M.
: Architect
Ceramic worker
Whisper
Locations
Petrol
Exist
Sample
Pay dirt
School worker
Postal worker
"
I'm right"

47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
60

Corporate worker
Mr. Wells
Giver
VIPs'daughters
Senior citizens org.
College athletic org.
Victor Borge, eg.
Additional
Soon
Political cartoonist
Wall St. average word

The solution to "Working Stiffs" will
appear in next week's Sandspur.

Solution to " SIan.guage.
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Non-Student Ad
$2.50
$.10

Make Checks to:

14

;

Student Ad
$1.00
$.05

Room for Rent: Large room less than one
mile from campus. $240/mo + utilities.
Call Cathy at 629-2871.

WORKING STIFFS"

Garment workers

~l

Message:

Weekly Crossword

51

Attention: The Sandspur will
run any found items at no
charge to the finder.

# of Weeks to Run:

Rate Per Week
First 20 Words
Each Additional Word

ROOMS

Roommates Wanted: Two rooms
available, 2 miles from campus. Nonsmoking male/female; clean/quiet
preferred. $225/$200 + utilities. Call Lou
at 644-69%.

27

LOST & FOUND

Name:
Address (Box):.
Phone:

Room/Job: Help with children (ages 3 &
1) in exchange for room/apartment. -.
Salary and hours negotiable. Female, nonsmoker, car preferred. Call Pam at 6291966, leave message

ike Advertising? The Sandspur
Ivertising staff is looking for all
lerested individuals willing to work on
mmission. Call Sunni at 646-2696 for
ore information.

26

Typing Service: $2.25/page. Microsoft
Word or IBM, desk-jet or laser-print
available. Free formatting and Spellcheck.
Call Kalee at 646-2620.

WANTED

Room for Rent: In lovely home 3 miles
west of Rollins, near Fairbanks. Female,
non-smoker. $250 unfurnished/$300
furnished. 629-0894.

1

Shelley's Custom Designs: Custommade bridal fashions, evening gowns,
and holiday wear. For appointment call
349-5527.

Work for the Yearbook! The Rollins
College yearbook, The Tomokan, is looking
for all interested students wishing to assist Ride Wanted: Friend of Bill W. seeks
same with car for rides to off-campus.
with the layout and production of the
1991-1992 Tomokan. For more information, Call Erin at 646-1990.
call Layna at 646-2976.

er Needed: 2-4pm, 3-4
lemoons/week + occasional evenings.
lildren 7 & 9. Must have car, non»ker with references. Salary neg. Call
isanne at 629-6243, leave message.

ACROSS
POO
i Road worker
Andy's partner
W A city in California or
New Jersey
S
! Imagine
By memory
\l Correct
Chairs
Carry
Baseball worker
% Accounting worker
N Not him
5 Rows
Ski resort
S Follows RE or IM
to Female names
K Ambitious worker
5 Jellylike substance
§ Home town of St.
Francis
"
Clear Day"

SERVICES

Roommate Needed: Male/non-smoker
wanted for 2 bed/2 bath apartment 1.5
miles from campus off Fairbanks. $275 +
1/2 utilities. Call Tony at 628-1519, leave
message..

For your fraternity, sorority, team, or other
campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
Act now for the chance to win a Caribbean
Cruise and fabulous prizes!
Call 1-800-950-8472 ext 50.

OPPORTUNITIES

WANTED: Good off-campus home for a
very friendly Rollins "campus cat".
Spayed female with current rabies shots.
Please call Gar at x2639 or 644-0727.

*

Region in Africa
College in New York
Scottish hillside
Town in Maine
God of love
Mast pole
More modern
Lease

DOWN
1 Mr. Guiness
2 A jerk's product

*

3 Mine opening
4 Baseball worker
5 Photographer's worker
6 Mime
7 By way of
8 Involve
9 Take them back to court
10 Studio workers
11 Type of court
12 Mr. Preminger
13 Crystal ball worker
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^ ^ I n t e r n a t i o n a l Programs Information Session For all students in the Galloway Room
7:30pm Volieybail vs FIT Away

20
5
GO

Last Day to Drop a Class Without a

Ulil-B

5:00pm JSL Meeting Sullivan House

9

ULI
Ou
LU

21
a
ex

o

1

2:00pm Women's Soccer vs University of Florida Home at the Sandspur Field
2:30pm Men's Soccer Vs Jacksonville University Away
6:00-8:00pm Jane Manus '73: Recent Sculpture Opening at the Cornell Fine Arts Museum

CO

22
<

5
Q
</>

11:00am Morning Worship Knowles Memorial Chapel
3:00pm Gallery Talk With Jane Manus at the Cornell Fine Arts Museum
8:30pm Catholic Mass Knowles Memorial Chapel

lyi
<

5

ULI

7:30pm Volleyball vs Bethune-Cookman College Home at the Sandspur Field

24

LU
>

23

5
to
III

ID

4:00pm Men's Soccer vs St Leo College Away
4:00pm Service/Learning in Jamaica & Guatemala Work study information to be presented by the
International Programs Office at the French House
5:00pm Deacon's Stir Fry Jamaica video "Serving in the Third World" in the Chapel Classroom

5Q 25
<o
HI

Z

7:30pm Beverly Hill? Cop Being shown in the Student Center

Q

LU

<
LU

X
<

CD

z
O

o

I I ? \
T C o n , e r e n c e ° n Student Community Service
Students interested in being a conference organizer should stoo bv the
Conference Office in the Student Center or call 646-1546

Any clubs, groups, or organizations on campus wishing to
publicize events, functions, or
gatherings need to send
information to:
The Sandspur
Campus Box 2742
Attn: Bill Gridley
Submission deadline is
5:00pm the Friday before
printing.

